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3. The project, 2001-2004
4. Sustaining

30,000 students
2,200 faculty

• 1996-1999: Digital Access Project
• 1997: 5 Coll History Resources Guide
• 1997: EAD training
• 1999: CLIR report

Keys to Success

1. Agreeing on minimal required elements
2. Providing a flexible array of EAD encoding
methods
3. Agreeing on the common interface

Finding aids are important.

Sustainability and Growth
1. Tools and structures to maintain and
continue the work
2. Options for repurposing finding aid data

Lessons Learned from Collaborative EAD
• archival description is a “tentpole”
• critical advantages of a project-oriented
approach
• sustainability plan

Thank You!
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Collaborative EAD at the Five Colleges
Peter Nelson, College Archivist
Amherst College Archives & Special Collections

[START SLIDE]
Good morning. I’ve been invited to speak to you today about the Five College Archives and
Manuscripts database (a.k.a. 5CAM). It has been in existence for about 13 years – beginning
with a 3‐year grant‐funded startup project, followed by 10 years (and counting) of steady
growth and maintenance.
[SLIDE: agenda]
This 13‐year period, incidentally, happens to coincide pretty much with my own employment at
Amherst College, so I’m in a pretty good position to tell you all about it.
Here’s what I want to discuss today:


Briefly, the features of the finding aids database;



something about the history of Five College cooperation, so you can understand the
context of inter‐institutional interdependency that produced this;



how our project got started, and



where we’ve gone since the public debut of the finding aids in 2004.

[SLIDE: 5CAM home page]
In a nutshell, here is what we’re talking about, the project’s home page,
asteria.fivecolleges.edu.


brings together in one searchable interface most (not all!) finding aids of the archival
and manuscript repositories in the consortium…



currently comprises 1,700 finding aids. (Roughly 700 of these were added to the site
since its debut in 2004)



Just finding aids – not a digital repository (except for “window dressing” or sample
images)
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Enter basic search from the home page.

[SLIDE: advanced search]
This is the advanced search screen, which allows researchers to run Boolean searches, if
desired, across entire finding aids or limit searches to specific sections, e.g. the Scopecontent /
Bioghist / Search terms / etc. It also allows them to limit their searches to selected repositories.
[SLIDE: Boolean search result screen]
Search results show the title of the collection or record group, the repository, and an abstract.
This example brought up results that included materials from a variety of institutions (UM and
AC). Users can click on links to either bring up the entire finding aid, or browse the finding aid in
sections…
[SLIDE: Bloom FA main page]
…as you see here.
[SLIDE: MARC record in OPAC]
The 5C Finding Aids Project was not limited to just creating finding aids, however. A cataloguer
was also hired to create MARC records for all collections represented, plus many more that still
did not have finding aids (or EAD‐encoded finding aids at least). These new MARC records
linked users directly to the detailed finding aid (as you see on this screen) on the 5CAM website.
This collection‐level MARC cataloguing, in itself, was a HUGE contribution to the accessibility of
our holdings, in my opinion. At Amherst College, for instance, only a handful of manuscript
collections had any kind of representation in the Five Colleges online library catalog.
[SLIDE: WorldCat record]
And of course all the collections described in MARC records were also available for discovery in
WorldCat, opening up our collections to world‐wide bibliographic searching…
[SLIDE: Google search]
…and our finding aids database was designed to be open to search engines (Google). We’ve
never done formal user surveys, but my impression is that a good number of genealogists and
other outside scholars discover our finding aids – and through them, our collections – by means
of a Google search.
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[SLIDE: Research Guide]
We felt the project would not have been complete without preparing some kind of introduction
to using our finding aids and to conducting research with primary sources, so here is that effort.
I have no idea if anyone looks at this guide, but it’s pretty thorough and useful, I think.
[SLIDE: Power of Five Colleges]
About Five Colleges, Inc.
Five Colleges, Inc. is a non‐profit educational consortium established in 1965: 4 private liberal
arts colleges and a flagship campus of the state university system. The consortium is an
outgrowth of a highly successful collaboration in the 1950s among Amherst, Mount Holyoke,
Smith and UMass, which resulted in the founding of a fifth institution, Hampshire College, in
1970.
[SLIDE: 5C home page]
 Note logo design of five fanned out books: this reflects the early origins of the
consortium in library cooperation.
8 million volumes
[SLIDE: Map]
The Five Colleges comprise over 30,000 undergraduate and graduate students and 2,200
faculty. All located within a 10‐mile radius.
[SLIDE: Scooby‐Doo]
This slide illustrates two things:
(1) that the colleges are served by a free bus system, and
(2) that the story that the Scooby‐Doo Saturday morning cartoon was based on the Five
Colleges, with each of the main characters representing one of the institutions, is an
urban legend, totally untrue.
LIBRARY COOPERATION:
There is extensive and long‐standing cooperation among the libraries at Five Colleges, dating to
the 1950s.
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Open borrowing privileges



Combined online catalog



Users may place a borrowing request online for next‐day delivery



Five College Depository for off‐site storage – “The Bunker”



Archivists of the Five Colleges began meeting in the mid‐1980s in order to create
internal guidelines for the implementation of MARC‐AMC; they then continued to meet
informally to share ideas and compare policies; re‐convened in 1995 as the Five College
Archives Advisory Committee.

With the advent of computer technologies it soon encompassed more ambitious initiatives:
[SLIDE: 5C Archives Digital Access Project]
One early prominent example of archivists collaborating was the 5C Archives Digital Access
Project, which was funded by the Mellon Foundation, 1996‐1999. An early digitization pilot
project. It was essentially urged on us by the library directors of the five colleges, seeking to
take advantage of emerging WWW and digitization technology.
We ourselves were admittedly smitten with that technology too, and eager to test out the
possibilities. However, our finding aids and other metadata systems were of equal concern to
us. We faced the choice of sharing


digital surrogates of a miniscule sampling of our collections,

OR


information about our collections, i.e. finding aids

Unfortunately, we couldn’t do both. Also unfortunately, we had to choose the first option.
What would you have done?
[SLIDE: Developments of the late 1990s]


As the digitization project was underway, we archivists were reeling from a project
undertaken by faculty members (not archivists) to create a “History Resources Guide”
on the web (1997), pulling together information about primary resources at the Five
Colleges and regional (Pioneer Valley) repositories. This had been the brainchild of
various history faculty members at the colleges…. Great idea, but ill‐conceived and
poorly executed.
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Clearly an alarm had been sounded: archivists must seize the initiative, and assert their
professional responsibility to make their finding aids accessible on the web!


Around this same time, we received training in EAD (new). This seemed like the way to
go, but how? How soon? “The desire for improved access was significant, but without
sacrificing other equally important day to day tasks, little or no progress with EAD was
made.”
Answer: as soon as humanly possible after the end of the digitization project.



CLIR issued a report, “Scholarship, Instruction and Libraries at the Turn of the Century,”
which recommended “Focus on the creation of finding aids and making them Web‐
accessible. A researcher should be able with a single search to find all the recorded
instances of the manuscript materials on his or her chosen topic.” More impetus to get
moving.



(Many younger archivists today may not realize the relatively scattered and haphazard
access to detailed information on archival and manuscript holdings that still prevailed in
the 1990s… NUCMC etc.)



I should point out that at this time some of us were beginning to put a few of our finding
aids on our websites as relatively simple HTML pages. But this was laborious,
improvised, non‐standardized, and precarious. Amherst had only about a dozen or so
before we got the sense that EAD was the way to go.

[SLIDE: 5CAM home page, again]


We were part of the so‐called "second wave" of EAD implementation: small institutions
starting to band together to implement EAD on their own.



We were one of the few collaborative EAD projects comprised solely of small archives.



No doubt our history of library collaboration (MARC‐AMC, digitization) made it easy to
band together.



But XML was totally new to all of us – even IT staffers at our institutions didn’t know
much about it. (IT programmers immediately assumed they must build it in Oracle!)



Variation in archival practice. Everyone in different situations: Four of the institutions
created finding aids using word processing software, one institution generated all
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description from a database. One of the institutions used, and continues to use
Macintosh computers. Many of the repositories have a long history, which means a lot
of variety in finding aids, reflecting the evolution of descriptive practices in archives. We
were once described as a "microcosm," encompassing the widest possible range of
collections, methods, and tools.


By and large, the project’s goals were successfully met: we created 978 EAD finding aids,
made them searchable in a single union catalog, created many hundreds of MARC
records, as well as a research guide. We did this by

[SLIDE: Keys to Success]
o Agreeing on minimal required elements to include in our finding aids and MARC
records (acknowledging that this sometimes would mean having to upgrade
finding aids that lacked those minimal elements);
o Providing a flexible array of EAD encoding methods for each institution (and the
tools, such as scripts and templates, to enable these methods); and
o Agreeing on the common, uniform interface through which we would deliver the
finding aids. Establishing uniformity of labels for data elements is obvious but
crucial – this will allow a user to develop a mental model from one finding aid to
the next.
[SLIDE: “FINDING AIDS ARE IMPORTANT.”]
 One of the main points I want to make today is this: Reaching agreement in a
collaborative project is easy when the overall goal is of supreme importance. In this
case, that goal is unified sharing of detailed finding aids. It is a program element that
all of us, without exception, held to be of the highest priority.
[SLIDE: Growth and Sustainability]


Just as important as agreement is sustainability. A project’s legacy must include a
sustainability plan. (Note from surveys cautioning that often when the grant funding ran
out, their encoding ceased.)



The project provided us with tools to continue the work: i.e., tools for validating EAD
and uploading new or revised finding aids to the server. These tools are primitive now
and increasingly prone to breaking down; but they served us adequately for a decade.
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(Fortunately, we are now at work migrating to a new system that utilizes an open‐
source file hosting service.)
[SLIDE: “UMarmot”]
Each institution is free to repurpose their finding aid data for other audiences and contexts.
UMass, for example, has opted to deliver their finding aids in a feature of their website called
“UMarmot,” which they call a “catablog.” It exists separately from 5CAM, without the option of
searching across the finding aids of multiple institutions.
[SLIDE: Lessons Learned]


Archival description is a “tentpole.”
By “tentpole” I mean a point around which we can gather collectively. Archival
description, creating EAD finding aids, is a functional area of our archival programs that
is so basic that it brings us all together. In doing so, it can also lead us on to other
collaborative endeavors.



There are obvious critical advantages of a project‐oriented approach:
o A project can serve as a catalyst: that piece without which the work would never
come to be.
o We had available to us one full‐time expert whose primary concern was EAD
implementation – to wrestle with the issues and to call the tune
o Projects attract grant funding. Grant funding can pay for software, a server, and
student labor.
o Esprit de corps: sense of one small institution as part of an important joint
endeavor



A project must have a sustainability plan. In fact, it can be argued that a collaborative
EAD project’s most important product is a legacy for carrying on the work. Because the
work never ends.

Thank you. I also want to especially thank Kelcy Shepherd, the former director of the Five
College finding aids project (2000‐2004), for assisting me in preparing this presentation.

